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1. INTRODUCTION
We study the asymptotic behavior of a scalar valued functional differen-
tial equation with state dependent delay:
x t s f x t y g x t q h t t G 0 1.1 .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .
x t s f t t F 0 1.2 .  .  .  .
The formal assumptions on f and g are listed in Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2
below, but the characteristic properties are that f is monotone increasing
 .and that the delay g x grows linearly or even faster with x.
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Our study is motivated by numerical experiments dealing with the
equation
y t s y t y y t q h t 1.3 .  .  .  . .Ç
w x w xin 3 and 4 . In this case we have
< <f x s x and g x s x . .  .
 .Equation 1.3 has been discretized by approximating the solutions by step
functions. Initial data were given such that the exact solution was bounded.
With decreasing step size, the approximate solutions necessarily converge
to the true solution uniformly on compact intervals. However, after suffi-
 .cient time t depending on the step size , due to roundoff errors and the
instability of the true solution, the approximate solutions take off and
seem to grow linearly with slope 1, except some slight oscillations due to
the inhomogeneity h. Notice that this describes a curve
t y g x f const. .
w xWe give an example in Fig. 1, taken from 4 : Here
h t s sin 2 t y sin2 t y sin2 t .  .  . .
f t s sin2 t .  .
y t s sin2 t . .  .
 .FIG. 1. Approximate solutions to 1.3 .
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The exact solution is plotted by a solid line, while the approximate
solutions for step sizes 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001 are plotted by (, =, and q,
respectively. Initial data and inhomogeneities have been varied in many
ways with the same phenomenon occurring, so that the linearly growing
solutions seem to be extremely stable.
This paper gives an explanation for this phenomenon. It is shown that
 .depending on the initial conditions certain curves
t y g x s const. .
locally attract exact solutions. If g grows just linearly in x, then they also
.attract approximating solutions. Here is the key to understanding this
 .  .behavior: If x t is large compared to t, Eq. 1.1 becomes an ordinary
differential equation
x t s f f t y g x t .  . .Ç  .
so that the solution enters the right-hand side only by the size of the delay,
but the argument of f is always taken from the initial function rather than
w .from the solution on 0, ` . If the delay grows at least linearly with x, this
situation may pertain forever, while slower growth of delay would imply
  ..that finally t y g x t ) 0.
Looking at this explanation, the main observation of this paper may be a
 .negative one: With a linearly growing delay, 1.1 admits solutions, which
take their delayed information only from the history up to time 0. More-
over, these ``pathological'' solutions exhibit strikingly robust stability. This
behavior seems to be unrealistic for most modeling purposes. This indi-
cates that in applications linearly or superlinearly growing state-dependent
delays should be used carefully and with deliberation.
The main purpose of this paper is to give an understanding of this single
phenomenon rather than to develop a general theory. Existence and
 .  .uniqueness for initial value problems of the type 1.1 ] 1.2 can be found,
w xfor example, in 1, 2, or 5 . The convergence of the numerical method
w x  .mentioned above is established in 2 . An asymptotic formula for 1.3 with
w xh s 0 is developed in 4 . There the reader can also find more numerical
experiments.
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE SOLUTIONS
Throughout this paper we make the following assumptions:
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. The function f : R ª R is continuous and monotonically
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increasing.
lim f x s y`, lim f x s `. .  .
xªy` xª`
HYPOTHESIS 2.2. The function g : R ª R is continuous. g is differentiable
w .except possibly at x s 0. g is monotonically increasing on 0, ` and decreasing
 xon y`, 0 . The following limits exist:
1 1
lim s g g 0, ` , lim s g g y`, 0 .. X Xq yg x g xxª` xªy` .  .
We define u , u g R byq y
f u s g , f u s g . .  .y y q q
w .HYPOTHESIS 2.3. The function h: 0, ` ª R is piecewise continuous and
uniformly bounded by
h t F M for all t G 0. . h
 xHYPOTHESIS 2.4. The function f : y`, 0 ª R is continuous.
 .In this section we consider the asymptotic beha¨ior of solutions to 1.1 .
 .DEFINITION 2.1. By a solution to the system 1.1 we mean a continuous
 .  .function x: R ª R, such that the derivative x t exists and satisfies 1.1 atÇ
 .any t ) 0 where h is continuous, and which satisfies 1.2 for all t F 0.
Any solution which is bounded sufficiently far away from 0 converges to
  .."`. More strikingly, the delayed term t y g x t stays bounded from
above, so that the right-hand side of the equation refers only to values of x
corresponding to a bounded time interval.
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let x: R ª R be a solution to 1.1 . Let h , h g Ry q
be such that
f h - yM , f h ) M . .  .y h q h
 .  .i If there exists some t g R such that x t G h for all t G t , then0 q 0
 .lim x t s ` and there exists a constant M such that for all t G 0 wet ª` t
  ..ha¨e t y g x t F M .t
 .  .ii If there exists some t g R such that x t F h for all t G t , then0 y 0
 .lim x t s y` and there exists a constant M such that for all t G 0 wet ª` t
  ..ha¨e t y g x t F M .t
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 .  .Proof. We prove i . The assertion ii follows by symmetry.
Let M ) 0 be arbitrary, and put
T [ t q max g y . .0
w xyg h , Mq
 .Whenever t ) t and x t F M, we infer that0
t y g x t G t , x t y g x t G h .  . .  .0 q
so that
x t s f x t y g x t q h t G f h y M ) 0. .  .  .  . .Ç  . q h
 .This implies that x t can reach M only while it increases and that it grows
 .beyond M in finite time. As M was arbitrary, we infer that x t ª `.
We infer in particular that there exists some t ) 0 such that for any1
t ) t we have1
f x t ) g q 1 q M , . . q h
1 - g q 1 gX x t . .  . .q
  ..Let t ) t . If t y g x t G t , then1 1
d
Xt y g x t s 1 y g x t f x t y g x t q h t .  .  .  . .  .  . . .
dt
- 1 y gX x t g q 1 - 0. .  . . q
  ..Thus t y g x t decreases to a value below t in finite time and cannot1
  ..grow back to t again. Therefore, t y g x t is bounded from above.1
Numerical observations have indicated that the trajectories of solutions
 .in the t, x phase space asymptotically approach curves
t y g x s const. .
Assuming the following hypothesis, we can explain this phenomenon:
HYPOTHESIS 2.5. Assume that f has a finite or infinite limit
f s lim f t / u .` q
tªy`
 .and that f 0 ) u . Assume that there are only finitely many points t ) tq 0 1
 .) ??? ) t such that f t s u and that f y u changes its sign inn i q q
each t .i
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let e ) 0 such that t y t ) 2e for all i s 1, . . . , niy1 i
e  .and t - y2e . We consider strips U around the curves t y g x s t and0 i i
the spaces V e between the strips.i
e <U [ t , x x ) 0, t y g x g t y e , t q e , 4 .  .  .i i i
e < w xV [ t , x x ) 0, t y g x g t q e , ye , 4 .  .0 0
e < w xV [ t , x x ) 0, t y g x g t q e , t y e 1 F i F n , 4 .  .  .i i iy1
e <V [ t , x x ) 0, t y g x g y`, t y e . 4 .  . nq1 n
For reasons to be explained later we distinguish stable and unstable
e  .strips: U is called stable, if i is even. As f 0 ) u and f y u changesi q q
sign in each t , Ue is stable iff f y u changes sign from y to q at t . Fori i q i
0 F i F n, V e touches exactly one stable Ue. V e touches Ue, which isi j nq1 n
stable iff f - u .` q
With these assumptions we prove:
THEOREM 2.1. Let Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5 be satisfied. For any
 .e ) 0 with t - y2e and t y t ) 2e for all i s 1, . . . , n there exist0 iy1 i
constants d ) 0 and T ) 0 with the following property:
 .If h satisfies Hypothesis 2.3 with M F d and x is a solution to 1.1 thenh
v
e  ..   ..If s, x s g U with s ) T and e¨en i, then for all t ) s, t, x ti
stays in Ue.i
v
e  ..  4If s, x s g V with s ) T and e¨en i g 0 . . . n , then there is somei
  .. es ) s, so that for all t ) s , t, x t g U .1 1 i
v
e  ..  4If s, x s g V with s ) T and odd i g 1 ??? n q 1 , then there isi
  .. esome s ) s, so that for all t ) s , t, x t g U .1 1 iy1
v
e  ..If s, x s g V with s ) T and if n q 1 is e¨en, then for all t ) s,nq1
  .. et, x t stays in V .nq1
Proof. Formally we put t s y` and choose d ) 0 such thatnq1
w xf f t - g y 2d if t g t q e , t y e , i even . . q iq1 i
w xf f t ) g q 2d if t g t q e , t y e , i odd . . q iq1 i
w xf f t ) g q 2d if t g t q e , 0 . . . q 0
Note that the construction of d implies that
f f t y g x ) g q 2d if t , x g V , i even .  .. . q i
f f t y g x - g y 2d if t , x g V , i odd .  .. . q i
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Pick z ) 0 small and T large enough such that for any y satisfying
 .T y g y F 0 we have
g y d gX y - 1 y z , g q d gX y ) 1 q z . .  .  .  .q q
  .. eLet t ) T and t, x t g V . If i is even, we inferi
d
Xt y g x t s 1 y g x t f f t y g x t q h t .  .  .  . .  .  . . .
dt
- 1 y gX x t g q 2d y d .  . . q
s 1 y gX x t g q d - yz . .  . . q
  ..If i s n q 1, this implies that t y g x t stays less than t y e forever, son
  .. ethat the trajectory t, x t stays in V . If i F n we infer that after anq1
  ..finite time t y g x t reaches the value t q e , so that the trajectoryi
e e e   ..enters U . Also, the trajectory cannot move from u to V , since t y g x ti i i
is decreasing as soon as the trajectory enters V e.i
  .. eSimilarly, if t, x t g V with odd i, theni
d
t y g x t ) z . .
dt
so that after a finite time the trajectory reaches Ue and cannot comeiy1
back to V e again.i
Hence, for even i, the trajectory is trapped in Ue whenever it enters thisi
strip. Therefore the theorem is proved.
Summing up the result above for the time-independent case h ' 0 we
 .see that the curves t y g x s t are locally attractive for even i. Thei
 .  .regions of attraction of t y g x s t and t y g x s t are separated byi iq2
 .a boundary which approaches the curve t y g x s t . If n is even, theniq1
 . <  . 4also t, x t y g x - t is an attractive set. Solutions running in this setn
 .grow faster than the curves t y g x s const. If h / 0 is a small perturba-
tion, solutions are locally attracted by the ``stable'' strips Ue around thei
 .curves t y g x s t with even i. We have not ruled out the existence ofi
solutions which stay in Ue with odd i forever. Moreover, solutions mayi
  ..satisfy t y g x t ) 0 forever, and therefore never touch any of the sets
Ue or V e. By symmetry we obtain a similar theorem for solutions runningi i
 .in the negative half plane x t - 0.
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3. THE DISCRETIZED PROBLEM
 .In this part of the paper we consider a simple discretization of Eq. 1.1
w x  .as it is done in 2 . We fix a time step t and replace 1.1 by a forward
difference scheme:
xt s xt q t f xt q h kt if k s 0, 1, 2, . . . 3.1 .  . . .kq1 k m k
xt s f kt if k s 0, y1, y2, . . . 3.2 .  .k
with
tg x .k
m s k y . 3.3 .k t
w xHere u denotes the largest integer function:
<w x  4u s max z g Z z F u .
THEOREM 3.1. Let Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5 be satisfied, let
g ) 0 and f be finite. Also define the sets Ue, V e as in the pre¨ious section.q ` i i
Then for any e ) 0 with t q 4e - 0, and t y t ) 4e for all i s0 iy1 i
.1, . . . , n , there exist constants d ) 0, T ) 0, and t ) 0 with the following0
property:
If h satisfies Hypothesis 2.3 with M F d , if t F t , and if xt is a solutionh 0 n
 .to 3.1 , then
v
t e t .  .If kt , x g U with kt ) T and e¨en i, then for all j ) k, jt , xk i j
stays in Ue.i
v
t e .  4If kt , x g V with kt ) T and e¨en i g 0 ??? n , then there isk i
 t . esome k ) k, so that for all j ) k , jt , x g U .1 1 j i
v
t e .  4If kt , x g V with kt ) T and odd i g 1 ??? n q 1 , then there isk i
 t . esome k ) k, so that for all j ) k , jt , x g U .1 1 j iy1
v
t e .If kt , x g V with kt ) T and if n q 1 is e¨en, then for allk nq1
 t . ej ) k, jt , x stays in V .j nq1
Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1. From
Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.4 with finite f we infer that there is a constant M` f
such that
f f t F M . . f
whenever t F 0.
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 .We choose some e g 0, e . Choose d ) 0 such that0
w xf f t - g y 2d if t g t q e , t y e , i even 3.4 .  . . q iq1 0 i 0
w xf f t ) g q 2d if t g t q e , t y e , i odd 3.5 .  . . q iq1 0 i 0
w xf f t ) g q 2d if t g t q e , 0 3.6 .  . . q 0 0
Fix t ) 0 sufficiently small, such that0
e y e0
t -0 2
< <  .and that for y, z ) 0 with y y z F t M q d the following inequality0 f
holds:
e y e0
t q g y y g z F . 3.7 .  .  .0 2
This is possible since g is uniformly continuous since its derivative has a
finite limit 1rg . It is here that the condition g ) 0 comes in.q q
 .Next pick z g 0, 1 small and T ) 0 large enough such that for any y
 .satisfying T y g y F 0 the following relations hold:
g y d gX y - 1 y z , g q d gX y ) 1 q z . .  .  .  .q q
 .  .This implies that for any t ) 0 and y ) z with T y g y F 0, T y g z F 0
we have that:
If y y z F t g y d , then g y y g z F t 1 y z . 3.8 .  .  .  .  .q
If y y z G t g q d , then g y y g z G t 1 q z . 3.9 .  .  .  .  .q
Now suppose t F t and M F d . We prove first that the sequence xt0 h k
e e  t .cannot jump across any of the strips U or V : Suppose that kt y g x Fi i k
 .ye . According to the difference scheme we compute m by 3.3 :k
tg x .k
m s k yk t
Then
tt m y t y g x F t , 3.10 . . .k k
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so that m F 0. We have thenk
f xt q h kt F M q d , . .m fk
t tk q 1 t y g x y kt y g x .  .  . .  .kq1 k
t t ts t y g x q t f x q h kt y g x . . .  . .k m k
 .Thus by 3.7
e y e0t tk q 1 t y g x y kt y g x F - 2e . 3.11 .  . .  . .  .kq1 k 2
Hence xt can only jump from one strip to the same strip or one of itsk
neighbors:
If kt , xt g Ue , then k q 1 t , xt g V e j Ue j V e . . .  .k i kq1 i i iq1
If kt , xt g V e , then k q 1 t , xt g Ue j V e j Ue . . .  .k i kq1 iy1 i iq1
 .This need no longer be true in the case g s 0.q
 t . eSuppose now that kt ) T and kt , x g V with even i. We computek i
 .  .m according to 3.3 . From 3.10 we inferk
w xm g t q e , t y e .k i 0 iy1 0
 .  .In the special case i s 0 we put formally t s 0. By 3.4 we have thaty1
t t t t tx y x s x q t f x q h kt y x F t g y d . .  . . .kq1 k k m k q
 .From 3.8 we infer
k q 1 t y g xt s k q 1 t y g xt q g xt y g xt .  . .  .  .  .kq1 k k kq1
G kt y g xt y t 1 y z q t . . .k
s kt y g xt q zt . .k
 t .Therefore jt y g x is increased by at least tz each step, as long asj
 t . ejt , x stays in V . If i s n q 1, then this implies that the solution stays inj i
V e forever. If i F n, we infer that the solution has to reach Ue afteri i
finitely many steps.
 t . eSuppose now that kt ) T and kt , x g V with odd i. A similark i
argument as above implies that
k q 1 t y g xt F kt y g xt y zt . .  .  .kq1 k
Therefore the solution reaches Ue after finitely many steps.i
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 t . eNow assume that kt ) T and kt , x g U with even i. In order tok i
show that the solution stays in Ue forever we have only to exclude thati
t e t e t e  .x g V or x g V . Suppose that x g V . Since by 3.11kq1 i kq1 iq1 kq1 i
e y e0t tkt y g x y k q 1 t y g x F , . .  . .  .k kq1 2
since
e y e0
t - ,
2
and by definition of V ei
t w xk q 1 t y g x g t q e , t y e , .  .kq1 i iy1
we infer that
tg x .k w xm t s kt y t g t q e , t y e .k i 0 iy1 0t
 t . eWe proceed now exactly as in the case kt , x g V to show thatk i
k q 1 t y g xt G kt y g xt q zt , .  .  . .  .kq1 k
 t . e in contradiction to the assumption that kt , x g U while k qk i
. t . e  . t . e1 t , x g V . A similar argument shows that k q 1 t , x g Vkq1 i kq1 iq1
leads to a contradiction. Therefore the solution has to stay in Ue.i
This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
EXAMPLE. As an example we plot the exact solution and two approxi-
mate solutions of
x t s x t y 1 q x 2 t t ) 0 .  .  .Ç  . .
2 2t q 2 y 1 t q 6 y 1 .  . .  .
x t s t F 0 . .  .2 2t y 2 t y 6 .  .
Here
f x s x .
g x s 1 q x 2 .
2 2t q 2 y 1 t q 6 y 1 .  . .  .
f t s . 2 2t y 2 t y 6 .  .
h t s 0. .
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  ..We have then g s 0. There are four solutions to f f t s g , namelyq q
t s y1, t s y3, t s y5, t s y7.0 1 2 3
The stable strips Ue and Ue would be neighborhoods of the parabolas1 3
t y x 2 s 0 and t y x 2 s y4.
Also, the set
e < 2V s t , x t y x - y6 y e 4 .4
is stable.
Figure 2 shows the exact solution computed using the difference
.scheme discussed in this section with a sufficient small step size}t s 0.1
as a solid line, and the two stable parabolas indicated by ( and q. The
solution follows asymptotically the stable parabolas, in agreement with the
previous section. Figure 3 shows two approximate solutions, computed by
the difference scheme with a coarse mesh t s 0.6, solid; and t s 0.75,
.  .dashed , compared to the true solution dotted . We see that the approxi-
mate solutions first follow the true solution and seem to follow the stable
parabolas. But at t f 200 the approximate solution with t s 0.6 takes off
into the region V and continues to grow linearly. The approximate4
solution with t s 0.75 shows the same behavior with an earlier takeoff
time. This does not contradict the results of this section, since we have
only established the stability of Ue in case g ) 0.i q
FIG. 2. Exact solution.
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FIG. 3. Approximate solutions.
The instability of the strips Ue in the discretized case can be understoodi
from the fact that the distance of the four parabolas becomes small as t
grows. Therefore, for large time, the discretized solution may jump across
several domains of attraction or repulsion in a single time step, and finally
ends up in V where it is bound to stay.4
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